Introduction
While much critical attention has been directed towards well-known televised single women, such as those from Sex and the City, this chapter instead turns to single women in another form: reality television programmes geared towards single women's purported desperation to be otherwise. To challenge claims that women's singleness now enjoys a widespread form of cultural legitimacy it has not previously, there is no more obvious textual site than that of so-called 'dating' reality television. In this chapter, after commencing with a brief engagement with an Australian version of this style of television, The Farmer Wants A Wife, the centrepiece of my discussion is the American series, Tough Love, after which I move on to consider the most high profile of this genre, The Bachelor.
1 A number of the observations made here about these particular shows and how they work to position single women are generalizable, applicable to this form of reality television as a whole (if not to popular culture more broadly). It is in such programmes that the single womanas-lack becomes most evident and men, in apparently limited supply, become conceptualized as 'prizes' for which women must quite literally compete. That is, as outlined in previous chapters, a viable postfeminist subjectivity for women is presumed to be contingent on the search for, and attainment, of a man -a desire thoroughly normalized through these narratives.
Rather than simply overtly constructing their women contestants as desperate and deficient due to their lack of a male partner (though this is certainly at times evident), there are a number of complicated ways in which these programmes construct and seek to regulate the single women at their centre. Given this, here I conceptualize 'relationship' reality television as a form of makeover television or 'life intervention television ' (Ouellette & Hay, 2008a) . These single women, and their lifestyles, are presumed to require rectification in much the same way as in more overtly transformatory programmes like What Not to Wear or The Swan. In the reality genre especially, the single woman is positioned as a figure in dire need of intervention. To varying degrees, relationship reality television is involved in advocating behaviour modification for single women, and thereby makes certain value judgements about them, femininity, and singleness. The sense of 'making over' the single woman operates in two overlapping ways in these shows. Firstly, by making her into a more desirable (competitive) single and, secondly, through quite literally making her unsingle. Key to becoming unsingle, these narratives imply, is becoming the kind of woman that men esteem and desirea pliable, compliant self. In line with the therapeutic rhetorics of neoliberalism, these women are up for classification, evaluation, and correction (Rose, 1999) . Such shows are instructional texts on how this can be done -how single women can be successfully made over, and thereby rewarded with a man. As throughout, these programmes -indicative of the compulsory heterosexuality in which the public single woman is required to invest -can also be read to illuminate how postfeminism is being inscribed in popular culture, especially in its intersections with the rhetoric of neoliberalism, and how certain gendered identities are sanctioned and promoted via this form of reality television.
Relationship reality television
Reality television has been the subject of much critical commentary (Andrejevic, 2004; Biressi & Nunn, 2005; Ouellette & Hay, 2008a; Weber, 2009) , with many focusing on the question of the 'reality' to which it lays claim. For Ouellette and Murray, reality television is marked by 'the fusion of popular entertainment with a self-conscious claim to the discourses of the real ' (2004, p. 2) . They continue, 'reality tv has moved from the fringes of television culture to its lucrative core as networks adopt reality formats to recapture audiences and cable channels formulate their own versions of reality formats geared to audience niches ' (2004, p. 4) . One such niche, as this chapter explores, is the single woman demographic, with programmes buttressing -and purporting to resolve -claims common in popular discourse about the 'man drought'. As previous chapters have suggested, constructed as a straw figure delimiting women's agency, feminism is often blamed for women 'mistakenly' focusing on career over love, leaving many, in their 30s in particular,
